FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Tronk Design to Launch New Collection at ICFF’16
Cincinnati, May 10th, 2016-- Cincinnati–based furniture company Tronk Design will

unveil a new collection of beautifully crafted products and new metallic color
options at New York’s International Contemporary Furniture Fair. This new
Scandinavian-inspired collection is comprised of three stylish designs that
seamlessly blend simplicity, function and elegance, including the Clarke Chair, the
Ross Collection and the Evans Shelf System. This new line will be exhibiting at the
Javits Center in booth 958 from May 14th to 17th.
This year, the four-day fair which showcases some of the world’s most renowned
and innovative designs; expects around 34,000 architects and designers in
attendance. For their third ICFF appearance, Tronk will be doubling their showroom
space and relocating to a more central location in booth 958 where the brand will be
front and center.
“As with our other designs, both the Clarke chair and Ross tables have a minimalist
approach to style, where sleek lines and clean shapes are the focus of attention. The
Scandinavian inspiration and industrial flair cohesively come together to make
statement pieces that are simple, functional and elegant,” explained Tronk Design
lead designer, Brad Musuraca.
Along with the Clarke chair and Ross table, the Tronk team will debut the Evans
Shelving system; which is a versatile modular system that allows users to create
their own unique display solution; as well as metallic gold and copper color options
for their Hudson side table and Williams coffee table designs that give these pieces a
bright touch of glamour.
For more information on Tronk Design visit www.tronkdesign.com.
About Tronk
Tronk is a furniture company that prides itself on their unique designs, the quality
of the materials used, as well as the craftsmanship. Each item is handmade by Amish
furniture makes in Ohio, and inspected to ensure that customers receive only the
finest products Tronk has to offer.
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